
Frame Contracting’s entry was an exceptionally impressive home built 

by Horncastle Homes Ltd.

Frame Contracting carried out the interior painting work throughout 

in addition to the AAC cladding, decorative molding installation, 

plaster system application and exterior paint system.

The opportunity to work on projects such as this don’t come along 

every day and the final result shown in these photos is a great 

testimony to the effort and attention to detail that the Frame team 

put in to the job.

Richard Hall from Frame Contracting said “Our relationship with 

Horncastle Homes is about as close as it gets. They’re good 

operators and there’s mutual respect for what we both do for each 

other. The relationship goes back some years now – we know what 

their expectations are and how they like things done and all of our 

divisions do whatever it takes to try to ensure we consistently turn out 

a high quality product for them. We enjoy working with those guys”.
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On Saturday 02 October Resene Construction Systems 
held the Rockcote Annual Awards dinner at the Amora 
Hotel on Wellington’s waterfront.

Among those represented were the very best of the 
Exterior Plastering industry from around the country all 
vying for recognition for their work on New Zealand’s 
premier residential and commercial projects.

Frame Contracting won:
WINNER Group Housing House of the Year Award
WINNER Award for Exceptional Craftmanship
WINNER Business Achievement Award
FINALIST Master Plasterer Award
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The winning entry was not a typical or straight forward 

project. The exterior cladding was 50mm Rockcote 

Integra AAC panel with a number of very detailed and 

complex areas. 

There was an enormous quantity of a number of 

differently shaped, custom designed decorative 

moldings used that required precise measuring, cutting 

and installation and problem solving along the way. 

There were even decorative details that were crafted 

from Integra panel by hand.

The final texture coat was sponge finished and the 

700m² paint job required immaculate cutting in around 

the decorative moldings which were picked out in a 

contrasting colour.

All of this in the middle of a Canterbury winter.

Frame Contracting’s Exterior Plastering division is one 

of the largest plastering operations in the country 

and the team specialise in not only residential and 

commercial plaster cladding systems but also remedial 

plaster systems on compromised dwellings.

In the next edition of Frame Focus we profile our 

Painting and Exterior Cladding divisions and the 

remarkable work they’ve been doing on one of the 

largest commercial projects currently underway in  

the city.


